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Interfaith Ministries’ Meals on Wheels 
for Greater Houston

❏ IM brings people of all faiths together to 
serve Greater Houston.

❏ MoW provides homebound seniors and 
disabled individuals with meals everyday.
❏ Served an average of 4794 clients per 

week over the past year
❏ Currently employs a staff of 102 in the 

Houston & Galveston area



Objective 

❏ Expand client base by 4%, 8.3%, and 
12.5% over 1 year.
❏ Develop a staffing model that will 

accommodate such growth.
❏ Determine the amount of 

additional MoW staff needed to 
reach this goal. 

1. Evaluate effects of expanding the 
client base.

2. Make recommendations for 
adjustments to the current staffing 
model necessary for client base 
growth.



Flow of Operations



Example: Assessor Staffing Model



Example: Assessor Staffing Model



Resources

Supportive Data

● Future Expenses
● Economic Theory
● Average hours per 

assessment
● Average Clients per 

year and driver

Meals on Wheels Data

● Salary Data
● Client Figures
● Expenses
● Driver Routes
● Assessment
● Nutritional Data
● Task Data
● Survey Data

Assessment

● Calculated Labor/Clients
● Used insights for staffing model
● Found areas for cost 

minimization through 
partnerships



Methods

We collected and 
derived  relevant data



Staffing
Analysis

❏ Calculate the amount of labor expended per number of clients to evaluate 
impacts of clientele expansion.

❏ Use proportions of the averages of this year to determine a forecast of future 
expansion.

❏ Determine average hours it takes to complete 1 assessment per client and find 
the extra time it will take to complete assessments for new clients (200, 400, 
600).



Results
Cost: $330816.5

An addition of 600 new clients would 
create conditions for Meals on 
Wheels that have never been 
experienced and would require the 
most drastic changesCost: $227,897.3

400

● 1  new Assessor
● 6 new Drivers
● 1 new B&D Coordinator
● 1  new Customer S&I 

Specialist

Cost: $288,757.66
600

● 1  new Assessor
● 9 new Drivers
● 1 new B&D Coordinator
● 1  new Customer S&I 

Specialist

200

● 1  new Assessor
● 3 new Drivers
● 1 new B&D Coordinators
● 1  new Customer S&I 

Specialists

Cost: $112,066.8



Partnerships

❏ Partnerships with other organizations can

❏ Reduce the costs of additional MoW labor.

❏ Expand Meals on Wheels services to more people in 

need.

❏ Provide increased funding to enhance current services. 



Potential Partnerships

Benefits of a partnership: 

❏ Provide the convenience of 

delivery to seniors.

❏ Allow MoW to expand the 

scope of their services to 

Rosenberg and Richmond, 

where most of these 

seniors are located.

Benefits of a partnership:

❏ Expand MoW’s clientele 

base.

❏ Offer a wider variety of 

meals with BakerRipley’s 

additional funding and 

resources.

❏ May resolve client 

dissatisfaction with 

available meal 

   

Benefits of a partnership:

❏ Direct more volunteer 

drivers to MoW by 

providing and promoting 

any available positions on 

the website, which would 

allow for more labor at no 

cost.   



Conclusion

❏ Meals on Wheels can bring their services to more people in need by 
hiring at least 4 additional employees and at most 12 additional 
employees. 

❏ The cost of hiring more drivers can be mitigated with some of the 
various potential partnerships. 

❏ The dynamic staffing model can help MoW 
❏ measure and enhance worker productivity
❏ evaluate staffing needs
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